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Abstract.  
Suppose P  and Q  are orthogonal projections between Hilbert C*-modules, then 

PQ  has closed range if and only if )()( QRanPKer   is an orthogonal summand, 

)()( PRanQKer   is an orthogonal summand. 
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1  Introduction and preliminaries. 
 The closedness of range of operators is an attractive and important problem 

which appears in operator theory, especially, in the theory of Fredholm operators 
and Moore-Penrose inverses. In this paper we will investigate when the product of 
two orthogonal projections has closed range. This problem was first studied by 
Bouldin for bounded operators between Hilbert spaces in [1, 2], and then was 
reconsidered by authors in [3, 7, 9]. 

A Hilbert C*-module obeys the same axioms as an ordinary Hilbert space, 
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except that the inner product, from which the geometry emerges, takes values in an 
arbitrary C*-algebra A  rather than C . Some well-known and fundamental 
properties of Hilbert spaces like Pythagoras' equality, self-duality, and even 
decomposition into orthogonal complements must be given up in these modules. 
They play an important role in the modern theory of C*-algebra, notably, in 
noncommutative geometry and in quantum groups, see [6]. 

A (left)  pre-Hilbert *C -module over a (not necessarily unital) C*-algebra A  
is a left A -module X  equipped with an A -valued inner product A XX:, , 

which is A -linear in the first variable and has the properties:  

 0.=ioaiew0,,,=, * xfnlyndfqualityithxxxyyx   

We always suppose that the linear structures of A  and X  are compatible. A pre-
Hilbert A -module X  is called a  Hilbert A -module if X  is a Banach space with 

respect to the norm 1/2,= A|| |||| ||  xxx . A Hilbert A -submodule X  of a Hilbert A -

module Y  is an orthogonal summand if XXY = , where 

}af 0=, :{:= XxlloryxYyX   denotes the orthogonal complement of X  in 

Y . The book [10] is used as a standard source of reference. 
Throughout the present paper we assume A  to be an arbitrary C*-algebra 

(i.e. not necessarily unital). We use the notations (.)Ker  and (.)Ran  for kernel and 

range of operators, respectively. We denote by )(XL  the C*-algebra of all bounded 

adjointable operators on X , i.e., all bounded A -linear maps XXT :  such that 

there exists XXT :*  with the property  yTxyTx *,=,  for all Xyx , . 

In this paper we first briefly investigate some basic facts about closed range 
operators and Moore-Penrose inverses of bounded adjointable operators on Hilbert 
C*-modules, then we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for closedness of 
the range of the product of two orthogonal projections. 

Closed submodules of Hilbert modules need not to be orthogonally 
complemented at all, but Lance states in [10, Theorem 3.2] under which conditions 
closed submodules may be orthogonally complemented. Let X  be a Hilbert A -
module and suppose that an operator T  in )(XL  has closed range, then one has:   

    • )(TKer  is orthogonally complemented in X , with complement )( *TRan ,  

    • )(TRan  is orthogonally complemented in X , with complement )( *TKer ,  

    • the map )(* XT L  has closed range, too.  

 The result are extended to unbounded adjointable operators between 
Hilbert C*-modules in [4]. 

 
Lemma 1.1  Suppose T  in )(XL  is a bounded adjointable operator. The operator T  

has closed range if and only if *TT  has closed rang. In this case, )(=)( *TTRanTRan .  

  
Proof. Suppose T  has closed range, the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [10] indicates that 

)( *TTRan  is closed and )(=)( *TTRanTRan . 

Conversely, if *TT  has closed range then 
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XTKerTRanTKerTTRanTTKerTTRanX  )()()()(=)()(= *****  which 

implies T  has closed range.  
 

Let )(XT L , then a bounded adjointable operator )(† XT L  is called the  

Moore-Penrose inverse of T  if  

 .=)(a=)(,=,= †*††*††††† TTTTndTTTTTTTTTTTT  (1) 

 The notation †T  is reserved to denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of T . These 

properties imply that †T  is unique and TT †  and †TT  are orthogonal projections. 

Moreover, )(=)( †† TTRanTRan , )(=)( †TTRanTRan , )(=)( †TTKerTKer  and 

)(=)( †† TTKerTKer  which lead us to )()(=)()(= ††† TRanTKerTTRanTTKerX   

and ).()(= † TRanTKerX   

Xu and Sheng in [15] have shown that a bounded adjointable operator 
between two Hilbert C*-modules admits a bounded Moore-Penrose inverse if and 
only if the operator has closed range. The reader should be aware of the fact that a 
bounded adjointable operator may admit an unbounded operator as its Moore-
Penrose, see [5, 13, 14] for more detailed information. 

 

2  The product of projections 
 
Suppose X  is a Hilbert A -module and T  be a bounded adjointable operator 

in the unital C*-algebra )(XL , then )(T  and )( a Tcc  denote the spectrum and the 

set of all accumulation points of )(T , respectively. According to [8, Theorem 2.4] 

and [15, Theorem 2.2], a bounded adjointable operator T  in )(XL  has closed range 

if and only if T  has a Moore-Penrose inverse, if and only if )( a0 *TTcc , if and 

only if )( a0 *TTcc . In particular, when T  is selfadjoint the above facts read as 

follows:  
 
Lemma 2.1 Suppose X  is a Hilbert A -module and )(XT L  is selfadjoint then T  has 

closed range if and only if )( a0 Tcc .  

Proof. Suppose T  is a selfadjoint element of the C*-algebra )(XL , by the Spectral 

Mapping Theorem we have 22 )(=)( TT  . The later equality and the above facts 

imply that T  has closed range if and only if )( a0 Tcc .  

 
 

Lemma 2.2 Suppose X  is a Hilbert A -module and QP,  are orthogonal projections 

in )(XL . Then QP  has closed range if and only if QP  has closed range.  

Proof. Following the argument of Koliha and Rako c


evi c  [9], for every C  we 
have  

 
),1(=

)1)()1)(((=)1))(()(1(
2 PQ

QPQQQQPP








 (2) 
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).1)((=

)1)()1)(((=)1))(()(1(
2 PQ

QPQQQQPP








 (3) 

 Using the above equations and the facts that {0,1})( P  and {0,1})( Q , we 

obtain that )( QPRan   is closed if and only if )( a0 QPcc   , if and only if 

)( a1 PQcc , if and only if )( a0 QPcc   , if and only if )( QPRan   is closed.  

  
Lemma 2.3   (cf. [11, Remark 1.2.1]) If a  and b  are elements of a unital C*-algebra 
A , then {0}\)(={0}\)( baab  .  

  
Lemma 2.4  Suppose X  is a Hilbert A -module and QP,  are orthogonal projections 

in )(XL . Then the following conditions are equivalent:   

    • PQ  has closed range,  

    • QP1  has closed range,  

    • QP1  has closed range,  

    • PQ1  has closed range.  

  
Proof. Suppose {0,1}\C . In view of the equation (3), we conclude that 

)( QP  if and only if )(1)( 2 PQ  . 

The above fact together with Lemma 2.3 imply that PQ  has closed range if 

and only if )( a0 PQPcc , if and only if )( a=)( a0 2 PQccQPcc  , if and only if 

)( a1 QPcc   , if and only if )(1 a0 QPcc   , if and only if QP1  has closed 

range. This proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii). The statements (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
are equivalent by Lemma 2.2.  

  
Remark 2.5  Suppose X , Y  are two Hilbert A -modules then the set of all ordered 
pairs of elements YX   from X  and Y  is a Hilbert A -module with respect to the A -

valued inner product YX yyxxyxyx  21212211 ,,=),(),,( , cf. [12, Example 2.14]. In 

particular, it can be easily seen that W  is a closed submodule of X  if and only if 
{0}W  is a closed submodule of XX  .  

  
Theorem 2.6  Suppose P  and Q  are orthogonal projections on a Hilbert A -module 

X  then the following conditions are equivalent:   
    • PQ  has closed range,  

    • )()( QRanPKer   is an orthogonal summand,  

    • )()( PRanQKer   is an orthogonal summand.  

 
Proof. Suppose  

 ).(
00

1
= XX

QP
T 







 
L  
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Then {0}))()(1(=)(  QRanPRanTRan  and {0})(1=)( *  QPRanTTRan . 

Using Lemmata 1.1, 2.4 and Remark 2.5, we infer that PQ  has closed range if and 

only if QP1  has closed range, if and only if {0})(1=)( *  QPRanTTRan  is 

closed, if and only if {0}))()(1(=)(  QRanPRanTRan  is closed, if and only if 

)()(1 QRanPRan   is closed. In this case, )(=)( * TRanTTRan  which implies that 

)()(1=)(1 QRanPRanQPRan   is an orthogonal summand. These prove that 

the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Now, consider the matrix operator  

 ).(
00

1
=

~
XX

PQ
T 







 
L  

A similar argument show that PQ  has closed range if and only if 

)()(1=)(1 PRanQRanPQRan   is closed which shows that conditions (i) and 

(iii) are equivalent.  
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